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RTS Transit Facility, 

34 SE 13th Road, 

First Floor, Conference Room 5110 

Gainesville, Florida 

Transmittal Letter 

 
On behalf of Boro Building & Property Maintenance, thank you for giving us the opportunity to review your 
Janitorial Cleaning Services.  We understand all aspects of the RFP and acknowledge all scope of work outlined in 
your RFP package. 
If awarded we are fully committed to perform the work within the time period and would love to carry out the 
full contracts. 
 
We provide a quality custodial service program that illustrates cost-effective, high-quality cleaning.  We provide 
safe, secure, and clean work environments. As a locally owned and operated, family-run business, we are 
passionate about the service we provide and aim to deliver unmatched service to each customer.  
 
We currently clean over 900,000 square feet per day in buildings and operate with a team of 65 dedicated staff 
members, who are trained through our programs that utilize cleaning practice, chemical knowledge, health and 
safety. 
 
We invest in the latest methods of operation in an industry that has been slow to react to changes in technology; 
this has been vital to our constant growth in recent years. We offer online ticketing, a complaint/request 
management tool, online time tracking to track our cleaning teams throughout the service, app-based inspection 
reports emailed directly to you as a customer to show our weekly findings, and online training videos accessible 
through our website for our staff members to reference. 
 
If there are any questions regarding this proposal, please do not hesitate to call or email me (contact information 
listed below). 
 
Again, thank you for your consideration. 

 
Best regards,  
 
 

Scott Runyon 

Business Development Manager 
 
 

 
Boro Building & Property Maintenance 
Cell: (813) 857-8043        I Tel: (941) 556-9027      I Fax: (941) 556-9028 
Web: www.BoroFL.com       I  E-mail: Scott@BoroFL.com 
6321 Porter Road – suite 5, Sarasota, FL,34240 
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Executive Summary 
We understand that overall customer satisfaction is the key to our success. 

Coming from a background in facility services and having multiple problems with the cleaning contractors I employed, I 

decided to create the company that I always wanted to find. 

Boro continues to grow and develop; our goal is to develop our business practices to ensure that we can compete with the 

giants of the industry and then blow them out of the water when it comes to customer service. 

Boro now employs over 65 cleaning staff, and we are actively training our staff to ensure that the standards we expect are 

met with each service. 

In 2018, Boro Building & Property Maintenance serviced approximately 480 unique locations, ranging in size from 300 sq/ft 

to 180,000 sq/ft and cleaned over 34,840 bathroom facilities alone. 

Boro Building & Property Maintenance’s Head Quarters is at 6321 Porter Road suite -5 ,Sarasota,Fl,34240. 

This address is where we will run this contract from if awarded, this will also be the bill to address to remit any payments to. 

 

Contact Information : 

 

Boro Building & Property Maintenance 

Fein # : 27-2225172 

Florida Registered Corporation 

6321 Porter Road-suite 5,Sarasota,FL,34240 

Office number : (941)-556-9027 

Fax number : (941)- 556-9028 

My Email : Scott@BoroFL.com 

Website : www.BoroFL.com 
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Company History 
 

Boro Building & Property Maintenance’s roots go back to 1995, when Boro began as a specialized janitorial 

service to operate local county contracts. 

Today, Boro still operates a number of county contracts, and although our focus is wider, we now cover a large 

portion of the state of Florida. 

We have become innovators in the cleaning industry, offering the most effective systems for online tracking, 

communications, and inspection to ensure that we are a step ahead. 

Ryan Skrzypkowski and Leanne Varney have owned this company since mid-2010. Leanne Varney comes from a 

background in Property Management & Real Estate and always kept a close eye on the facility services provided 

by sub-contractors.  

“We, as a large property group, always had a very hard time finding good cleaning contractors. I never 

understood how so many companies could get the job wrong. The first impression that a customer received 

when coming into our bank was everything, and sticky floors, bad-smelling restrooms, and fingerprints on the 

front door left me with my back against the wall when it came to pleasing our customers. Trying to contact the 

cleaning company to get these issues resolved... I had to just forget it. It wasn’t until I was involved in the industry 

that I became aware of the sanitary problems within the workplace that we now fight every day. I made a pledge 

to myself to develop the company I wished I could find.” Leanne Varney 
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Implementation of Technology 
Implementing technology into our regular cleaning routines has been a major factor in growing this company, 

from acquiring new contracts to, more importantly, retaining contracts over a long period of time. 

we came across these technologies and played a part in the development of these technologies by first 

highlighting a problem (or three problems) that we believed to be major barriers to the success of a janitorial 

company: 

1. Communication 

2. Quality Control 

3. Tracking Time 

1. Communication 

• Emails being forwarded through a number of people before reaching the desired person 

• Phone calls wasting the time of company employees, disrupting the flow of the working day 

In my opinion, this is a complete waste of time; our customers do not have time to bother with cleaning issues. 

Unfortunately, oversights do happen and will continue to happen for as long as we employ human beings, and 

even the best cleaners have their off days. Our aim is to minimize this and to have a great system to keep us all on 

track. 

Our online ticket system replaces these unnecessary contacts by working as a work order system, if there is a 

problem, raise a ticket. 

Everyone within the building has access to upload tickets. 

Easy, step-by-step posters are distributed throughout staff areas. 

They simply log onto our website and upload a new ticket (FIG. 1, following page). 

Once a ticket has been logged, an email notification is sent out to: 

• The GM 

• The Facilities Manager 

• The Cleaning Contract Manager 

• The Cleaning Crew (can also be changed to a text message) 

Once a ticket is created, a ticking clock starts, we log our response time, and, in most  
cases, get back to the customer within 20 minutes of a ticket being uploaded. The  
response to the ticket is also emailed out to the same group of people. 
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Everyone is in the loop, the manager knows exactly what is going on, and they never have to forward an email or 

make a phone call. This is totally transparent. 

From a manager’s point of view, we can clearly see from the online dashboard the number of tickets that have 

been created. A real-time graph is constructed showing increases and decreases in uploaded tickets (FIG. 2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIG 1 

Showing a ticket being created by 

an employee of the car 

dealership. 

FIG 2 

Showing the online dashboard 
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2. Quality Control  

The problem with tracking quality has been that paper inspections are inefficient. Using the system that we have 

created, we can easily track the progress of service using app-based inspection software. 

Periodic, weekly inspections must be performed on the property. The inspections are run through an app. The app 

is set up specifically for inspecting dealerships; it walks the inspector through the process step by step to ensure 

the nothing is missed. The categories are as follows 

Showroom 
Floor Area 
Trash Removal 
Dusting/Polishing 
Coffee Area 
Entrance/Other Glass Areas 
Additional Information 
Office Area 
Floor Area 
Trash Removal 
Dusting/Polishing 
Coffee Area 
Entrance/Other Glass Areas 
Additional Information 
Break Room/Kitchen 
Floor Area 
Trash Removal 
Dusting/Polishing 
Sink Area  
Refrigerator/Microwave 
Additional Information 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Service Area 

Floor Area 
Trash Removal 
Dusting/Polishing 
Entrance/Other Glass Areas 
Additional Information 
Restrooms 
Toilet Bowel 
Urinal 
Dusting/Polishing 
Sink Area/Mirrors 
Paper Supplies 
Trash Removal 
Floor Area 
Additional Information 
Stairway/Elevator 
Floor Area 
Dusting/Polishing 
Trash Removal 
Additional information 
Janitors Closet 
Cleanliness 
Additional Information 
Building security 
Building Security/Alarms 
Lighting 
Summary 
Additional Information 
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Once an inspection has been performed, the inspection is sent out to the cleaning crew to ensure that any issues 

are resolved that same day. 

 

A copy of the inspection is also sent out to the customer to again ensure that everyone is in the loop. 

The reports are detailed and contain pictures, GPS locations, and overall scores. The inspections are logged online 

to allow whoever may have an interest to look back through the inspections to the beginning of the contract. 

Inspections are shown on the same online dashboard as the ticket system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

FIG 3 

The online dashboard detailing the 

number of inspections recorded 

over a 90 day period. 
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3. Time Tracking 

Another major problem in the cleaning industry is confirming the amount of time that a building is serviced. The 

industry has used paper time cards for years which, again, have proven to be ineffective. 

Our customers deserve value for their money. 

Introducing the online time tracker… 

Each cleaning team member logs into the system via a free, land-based phone. This offers multiple benefits to the 

customer. 

1. They know that they are getting a sufficient amount of time from the cleaning team. 

2. They know exactly who was on the property and at what time. 

3. In case of an emergency, we have a real time log of who has been in the building and who has not. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

FIG 4 

The Labor time tracker, online 

screenshot 
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Creating Success 
 

How do we ensure that quality service is delivered? 

Quality Control Program 

Hiring & Screening:  When we interview people, we look for applicants who are highly motivated to do janitorial 

work, who have the right attitude, and who have the necessary abilities we are looking for.  The person we hire for 

the job is screened thoroughly. We check up to three references, and for some clients we also do background 

checks after we have hired the person.  We look for employees who prefer to work evenings, who have a good 

work history demonstrating trustworthiness and reliability, and they must have good references from previous 

employers that confirm the traits we are looking for in our employees.  Thorough screening is the first step to 

reducing turnover and finding people who will do well at janitorial. 

Thorough training:  It’s not enough to just show a new employee how to clean.  We try to thoroughly train our 

people by demonstrating our methods, by observing and correcting the new employee’s work, by requiring that 

they read our Training Manual & Employee Handbook, and by following up with supervision and reinforcement 

training when needed.  We follow a checklist of training categories to ensure that nothing gets missed. 

Supervision:  We supervise our new employees frequently to ensure that they understand what is required of them 

and so that they learn to do quality work.  After they have proven they can be reliable and trustworthy, we continue 

to inspect their work on a weekly basis; more often depending on the difficulty of the building and the 

performance of the employee. 

Regular evaluations:  Feedback through regular evaluations is an important tool we use to let our employees 

know if their work performance and cleaning quality is meeting our standards.  It helps them understand where 

they need to improve, and clearly reinforces our expectations.  We give each employee an evaluation form on 

payday along with their bonus for work well done.   

Good communication:  Showing respect, being supportive and clearly communicating expectations is very 

important to a positive working relationship and for getting good performance from employees.  Most people do 

better work when they are treated with respect and are recognized for their hard work and for the contribution 

they make.  We continually make efforts to keep communication lines open to our employees for their input, or 

should they need to express their concerns or grievances.  Employees should feel safe to air reasonable grievances 

without retaliation from supervisors or management. 

Performance incentives:  We try to offer significant incentives to our employees to reduce turnover and make 

their work more rewarding.  We pay a higher than average wage for janitorial in this community through our bonus 

system for quality work and reliability. We offer opportunities for advancement to employees who are motivated 

and able to take on more responsibility and move up to a supervisory or floor work position.  

Extra detail cleaning by the owner and supervisors: No matter how reliable and good the majority of our 

employees are at their work, there will occasionally be details that are missed.  People have their good days and 
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bad days, and sometimes tasks get overlooked, and the quality of work can slide.  This will happen in even the very 

best of companies, no matter how comprehensive their quality control program is.  The extra detail work done by 

Leanne and our supervisors is one more way we attend to detail and try to make sure that tasks are not 

overlooked.  We are very hands-on. 

Proper equipment and cleaning supplies:  Cleaning personnel cannot clean efficiently and well without the proper 

equipment, tools and cleaning products to help them do good work.  We want our employees to take pride in their 

work.  When they know that they have the best tools and products at their disposal, it encourages them to do 

better work.  We make a huge effort to keep our carts clean and tidy and the janitorial supply areas organized.  

Cleaning tools should be in good condition, and most importantly we service our vacuums regularly to ensure that 

they are in good condition.  A damaged or improperly cared for vacuum will not adequately remove dirt from 

carpets and mats. 

OSHA compliance and ergonomics awareness:  We make sure that our cleaning products are properly labeled and 

that MSDS forms are at each site along with very specific building specifications. We educate our employees to 

understand what cleaning chemicals they use, and how to work safely and avoid illness and injury on the job.  We 

have had very few on the job injuries over the 20 years our company has been in business.  This is something to be 

very proud of in this industry.   We want our employees to be safe and to be able to do janitorial work without risk 

to their health and wellbeing. 

Hopefully this newsletter will give our clients a better understanding of how we’re trying our best to ensure that 

they get the best service we can give them.  There is no such thing as a perfect janitorial company, and even the 

best cleaning services may not be able to make all their clients happy all the time, but we want our clients to know 

that we continually do our best to strive for the high standards we know you expect, and that we expect of 

ourselves. 
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Implementation Plan 
Boro Building & Property Maintenance have established the below Implementation plan and will follow it closely to 

allow a smooth safe start-up,  

30 Days out 

• “Walkthrough” all facilities to get an overall condition of the buildings. 

• Make determination on initial clean if needed & document. 

• Preliminary discussion with qualified area supervisors. 

• Discuss equipment & supply details/check condition of equipment and order as needed. 

• Obtain a complete diagram of buildings if available (fire escape prints usually work). 

20 Days Out 

• Establish relationship with local Janitorial supplier for chemicals and supplies. 

• Begin recruitment process of employees as needed. 

• Get uniform sizes for all employees, Order as needed. 

• Telephone all involved to schedule a final meeting for the 28th to review specifics 

2 Week Out 

• Issue a Boro employee contract & handbook. 

• Review the contract policies and standards to ensure the Boro employees are aware of all relative 

procedures. 

• Conduct “walk through” of the buildings with designated contacts to become familiar with the layout of 

the offices, restrooms and break rooms etc.  

• Discuss what areas, if any, are in immediate need of attention and prioritize accordingly & document. 

10 Days out 

• Meet with the management of the buildings to set agenda for a successful & smooth start-up. 

• Reconcile ordered equipment and supplies to ensure that all-necessary items have been received and 

distribute. 

• Get employees details -social security numbers, bank details, address and emergency numbers. 
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1 Week Out 

• Schedule staff training agenda should include reviews of daily, weekly and monthly tasks. 

• View of training videos. 

• Finalize employment information on new hires to guarantee a smooth and trouble-free start up. 

• Ensure that all required MSDS sheets are in order. 

• Tour property with assigned keys / cards to ensure Boro employees can gain access to all relevant areas. 

• Assign 1 Telephone per location for the employees to log in an out from for Boro’s time tracker system. ( * 

this service is a free call & does not cost the customer anything ) 

• Set up Boro QC-Enter all building details and hold meeting with relevant supervisors and facility managers 

to teach the system and ticket procedure. 

 

1-5 Days Out 

• Hold meeting with all personnel involved to review the specifics (where to park, safety measures, when to 

arrive/leave work, dress code, etc...) 

• Make sure they have the necessary checklists for each position. 

• Conduct a final inventory of equipment and supplies. Stock and organise the janitor closets. 

 

Start-Up Day 

 

• Have the Boro management and employees report to the facilities on time. 

• Assign employees with uniforms, keys, Equipment and check lists. 

• Issue each employee with their Time Tracker log in details and cards. 

• Thoroughly inspect all assigned areas to be cleaned. Ensure that they are cleaned to required standards & 

log through BoroQC. 
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E-Verify 
Boro Building & Property Maintenance use the E-Verify system to screen all employees and verify they are eligible 

and authorized to work in the USA 

Below is a screenshot of our web workspace to show our enrolment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Also if the contract requires, we conduct Level 2 background checks, which again must be passed and cleared 

before moving on to the Diversery training program 
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There are other very important factors that are essential to the success of this company that do not fall into the 

technology category:  

1. Training 

2. Equipment, Materials , and Chemicals 

3. Hygiene 

4. Creating Enthusiasm 

 

These four areas are as important as technology for the success of a janitorial organization. 

We have developed simple, cost-saving methods to train, educate, and excite our staff members to deliver 

unmatched service. 
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1. Training 

Training, training, and more training… there are many different ways to clean, many different methods to 

develop, to find problems, and to succeed. It is essential for all cleaning personnel to use the same methods. I 

have reviewed a number of training programs in full, and I have written some very extensive training programs, 

finding that the system I trust and currently utilize to be the most effective. 

The system employs an online training portal, accessible through our website. It features training videos, 

literature, and an online test. The training programs include:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Breaking the Chain of Infection 
Breaking the Chain of Infection 
Commit2Clean – Bloodborne Pathogens 
Commit2Clean Bloodborne Pathogens 
Commit2Clean – Carpet Care 
Commit2Clean – Carpet Care 
Commit2Clean – Floor Care 
Commit2Clean – Floor Care 
Commit2Clean – Restroom Care 
Commit2Clean – Restroom Care 
Daily Office Cleaning – English 
Daily Office Cleaning – English 
Dispensing Course 
This course covers how to install, use, and maintain the 
Quattro Select, Command Centre, Outpost, and J-Fill Duo 
dispensing systems. 
HAZCOM 2012 
HAZCOM (Hazardous Communication) is a mandated 
federal program addressing communication of 
information to the workforce on hazardous chemicals. 
Intro to TASKI Machines 
This course covers Diversey's TASKI line of floor-care 
machines – Swingo autoscrubbers, Ergodisk single-disk 
floor machines, and Vento, Jet, and Vacumat vacuums. 
Introduction to Basic Food Safety v. 2 
Introduction to Basic Food Safety v. 2 
 

Introduction to Cleaning Sanitation 
Introduction to Cleaning Sanitation 
School Care 
School Care 
VeriClean 
VeriClean Program – July 2012 
Wood Floor Care Program 
This course introduces you to the Diversey Wood 
Floor Care program.  
Workplace Hazardous Materials Information 
System  
Workplace Hazardous Materials Information 
System, also known as "WHMIS." It is a 
comprehensive system for providing important 
information on the safe use of controlled products 
used in your workplace. This course will teach you 
how to interpret the information found on 
JohnsonDiversey product labels and material safety 
data sheets (MSDS). 
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Training 

Boro Building & Property Maintenance makes a large investment in training programs for our employees. 

We believe that our employees are our most valuable resource and we are committed to helping them succeed. 

Our training program begins with hands on instruction, covering the following areas: 

• Introduction and Organizational structure 

• Do’s & Don’ts 

• Cleaning Chemicals and Equipment Training 

• Basic Cleaning Procedures 

• Building Service Procedures 

• Dress & Appearance 

• Customer Services 

• Safety & Security 

 

Before completion of the training, the employee is required to sign a contract with the company. 

This contract states that the employee will always act professionally and reflect a positive image upon the 

company and fellow co-workers. 

The last step in the training program is on the job training. The employee will begin work as a helper, under direct 

supervision of the crew leader or experienced cleaning tech for a minimum of one week. During this time the 

employees work ethic and attitude are evaluated. Any employee whose work or conduct doesn’t not meet our 

expectations and standards will be terminated immediately. 

Routine training meetings and refresher classes are held throughout the year. 
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Staffing 

Cleaning crew 

Each Facility will be assigned a specific cleaning crew. This crew will take ownership of the facility and be soley 

responsible for work performed. The size of the crew will depend on the size and difficulty of the facility being 

serviced. 

Back up cleaning crew 

A backup cleaning crew will be trained in every facility to provide coverage and ensure there is never a loss of 

service. The backup cleaning crew will also serve as an extra cleaning crew, available to be called on for special 

events and emergencies. 

Floor maintenance crew 

All floor maintenance will be completed by in house crew, no sub-contractors will be used to fulfill this contracts 

floor care i.e strip & waxing, deep extraction carpet cleaning, furniture cleaning and also window cleaning unless you have 

a small business implantation goal which we would look at your registered SBE’s if needed. 

Working Supervisor 

Working supervisors will be strategically placed in the larger buildings to provide constant accountability and 

ensure all daily cleaning requirements are met. 

Operations Manager 

An operations manager will oversee all operations and will be responsible for quality control inspections, 

enforcing proper cleaning procedures, managing personnel, and overseeing quarterly, semi & annual services. 
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2. Equipment, Materials, and Chemicals 

Using the correct tool is essential for the job. 

We are a member of the NBSC Group, an organization dedicated to the janitorial industry. They aggressively 

negotiate products and pricing for service professionals throughout the country. As a part of this organization, we 

have access to the best equipment on the market and unbelievably competitive prices, as the group negotiates 

directly with the manufacturer, which gives us a distinct advantage over other companies that go through regular 

suppliers.  

We generally get our equipment at the same price at which the suppliers buy them. By cutting out the 

middleman, we are able to transfer further cost savings to our customers. 

We also research together; we are a strong group of dedicated business owners working to deliver unmatched 

service. 
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Equipment list 
 

Each Location will generally hold each of the items listed below for the general day to day cleaning. 

All the equipment is owned by Boro Building & Property Maintenance. 

 

Wave brake® Mop Bucket & Winger System - The Wave Brake mop bucket and wringer system 

reduces splashing, which means a safer environment, cleaner floors, and improved productivity. 

The optional dirty water bucket helps produce cleaner, less slippery floors by separating dirty 

water from clean water. High efficiency wringer is easy to use and lasts longer. 

 

 

 

 

    Toilet Bowl Swab / Scrubbers 
 
 

  55 Gallon Brutes with Dollies for trash collection 

Brute Caddies with pockets to help hold supplies and equipment 

 Janitorial Carts 

 

Backpack Vacuums – Comfort Pak 10, Green Label Approved by the Carpet and Rug 

Institute 
 
 
 
 
Upright Vacuum – Dual motor Carpet Master 200 with HEPA filtration. 
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  Color-Coded Microfibers to avoid cross- contamination 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Loop-ended cotton, blended, and microfiber wet mops to mop floors – different 

colored mop heads will be used to avoid cross-contamination  
 

 
 
 

 

Microfiber Dust Mop - Electromagnetically charged microfiber loops deep clean large 

areas. 

 

 

Duster -Bright, multicolor synthetic duster attracts dust via static electricity. Durable, flexible 

head adapts to every application. Washable. Plastic handle with hang-up hole 

 

Dust Pan & Brush-Spot sweep floors. Dust pan opens when base touches floor, closes when lifted; 

never spills contents. Ergonomic handle. Broom (included) stores on handle 

 

 

Designed to pick up heavier dirt from different surfaces,Long-lasting polypropylene and natural 

tampico bristles are designed to remove heavier dirt and debris on both rough wood and smooth 

floor surfaces 

 

 

  Powder Free Latex Gloves –Premium Quality, Meets & Exceeds      ASTM 

Standards 
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Tennant T1610 Deep Extraction Carpet Cleaning Walk-behind Machine 

Cleaning carpets with the 1610 improves productivity, and provides health and safety 

benefits. It quickly improves your facility’s image by keeping carpets looking cleaner, 

longer. 

Dual counter-rotating heads maximize cleaning performance so facilities always look 

their best. 

 

HOST is the environmentally preferred carpet cleaning system that deep cleans your 

carpet and reduces dust mites and mold leaving it fresh, clean, dry and ready to use. 

Made from 100% plant-based resources and a little bit of water, HOST is the easy, 

effective, safe and green carpet cleaner. 

 

 

Triple S Floor Scrubbing machine-used for Strip & waxing of VCT tile also Tile & Grout 

cleaning. 

Built to provide dependable performance day in and day out. Powerful 66 frame motors 

are combined with tough cast aluminum housings. 175 RPM; pad driver included, 

bumper guard. 1.5 hp industrial motor with dual planetary gearbox. 50 ft safety orange 

power cord, steel hand with cord wrap. 

 

17’’ General floor scrubbing Machine.- used for Strip & waxing of VCT tile also Tile & 

Grout cleaning. 

MBL17 is engineered with weight right from the start. This is why it's the number one 

Floor Restoration Machine in the world. With its exclusive design it weights a 150 

POUNDS. It's not an after thought with weights added, but built this way. No job is too 

tough for the MBL17. The MBL17 machine increases our efficiency as a professional 

restorator. 
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27" Propane Floor Burnisher/Buffer W/Kawasaki 17Hp engine. Used to buff VCT tile 

 

 

 

 

Wet Dry Vac;s – used to vacuum up all wax once stripper has been applied. 
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Chemicals 

 

Victoria Bay Neutral All Purpose Cleaner  

• A high-powered, concentrated all-purpose cleaner for all surfaces not harmed by water.  

• Highly concentrated 1:128 dilution ratio.  

• Effectively cleans finished floors, walls, appliances, glass etc.  

• Free rinsing formula leaves no residue behind.  

• USDA Authorized C-1. 

  

 Victoria Bay Non Butyl Foaming Degreaser  

  

• Removal of heavy grease, oil, fats and grime through foam gun application.  

• Non-butyl formula safe on all washable surfaces.  

• Clings to vertical surfaces for prolonged contact time.  

• USDA Authorized A-1. 

    

Victoria Bay Neutral Damp Mop Floor Cleaner 

 

   

• Excellent for maintenance and cleaning of finished floors.  

• Neutral pH will not attack, haze or dull gloss.  

• No-rinse formula, does not leave a film.  

• Ideal for use in auto scrubbers and mop buckets applications.  

• USDA Authorized C-1 

 

Victoria Bay Pomeberry Foam Hand Soap 

• Spa-inspired, green-certified, foam hand wash.  

• Appealing to the eye, soothing to the touch and nourishing to the skin.  

• Infused with moisturizers, natural extracts and skin conditioners.  

• Ideal for general, light-duty hand washing.  

• Clear blue in color with a pomeberry fragrance.  

• Packaged in Sanitary Sealed™ refills at the factory to cut contamination risk.  

• 1200 mL refills for the Victoria Bay LTX-12™ touch-free soap dispenser. 

• EcoLogo™ certified as environmentally preferable. 
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Victoria Bay 15% Coconut Oil Hand Soap 

• A 15% coconut oil based, biodegradable hand soap.  

• Works up into a good, smooth lather.  

• Offers up a pleasant coconut fragrance.  

• Made of the finest Cochin coconut, vegetable oils and emollients to help retain the skins natural oils.  

• Ideal for use in schools, plants and office buildings restrooms, or wherever hand washing occurs.  

• Packaged as a one gallon refill bottle.  

• Comes with a manufacturer's complete satisfaction guarantee. 

 

Victoria Bay Concentrated Glass Cleaner 

• A non-ammoniated, non-streaking glass and surface cleaner.  

• Removes grime without leaving a dull finish.  

• Use as to windows, mirrors, windshields, tile and other hard surfaces.  

• A concentrated product that yields five gallons of ready-to-use product. 

 

 

Victoria Bay 20% HCL Disinfectant Bowl Cleaner  
 

• Extra strength disinfecting cleaner for toilet bowls and urinals.  

• Effective against Salmonella choleraesuis, Staphylococcus aureus and Pseudomonas aeruginosa.  

• Prevents odors caused by microorganisms.  

• 20% hydrochloric acid.  

 

Victoria Bay Stainless Steel Polish Water Based 

• A water based formulated stainless steel polish and cleaner.  

• The cleaning agents make this and effective cleaner without leaving a greasy film on surfaces.  

• Clinging foam penetrates dirt and grime even on vertical surfaces.  

• Ideal for restaurants, hospitals, elevators, anywhere there is large amount of surface traffic.  
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Victoria Bay Non-Acid Bathroom Cleaner/Disinfectant  

 

• Cleans and disinfects all hard non-porous surfaces.  

• Quat-based virucidal, tuberculocidal, fungicidal and is a mildewstat as well.  

• Effective against HIV-1 (AIDS), Hepatitis B, Hepatitis C, Canine Parovirus and Mycobacterium Tuberculosis (TB).  

• Safe to use. 

• Meets Hospital Standards 

•  

Victoria Bay Carpet Enzyme Spot Remover 

• For cleaning and deodorizing organic spots including vomit, urine, feces and blood.  
• Contains viable bacteria spores to digest organic matter.  

• Excellent product for pet stains and odors.  

• Fresh floral fragrance. 

 

 

    Victoria Bay Acid Tile and Grout Cleaner  

• An acid-based tile and grout cleaner.  

• Ideal for removing heavy deposits, grease and multiple layers of soil.  

• Attacks and releases soils in suspension for easy and full removal.  

• Fast acting formula offers reduced scrubbing requirements.  

  

Victoria Bay Concentrated Restorer/Spray Buff 

 

• A concentrated spray buff/restorer for use on all finished floors. 
• Formulated to repair and replenish floor surfaces. 

• Designed for standard, high and ultra-high speed maintenance programs. 

• Can be diluted and used as part of mop application followed by high speed burnishing. 
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Examples of our Work  

Strip & Wax Services ; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Carpet Cleaning ; 
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Tile & Grout Scrubbing & Cleaning ; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Upholstery Cleaning ; 
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3. Hygiene  

Hygiene is a crucial element of regular cleaning duties that is often overlooked by cleaning companies. 

We have a very simple process that erases any chance of cross-contamination, a color-coded cleaning system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Red Cleaning Equipment 

Used to clean restroom areas and for other areas that may be at high risk of cross-contamination. We aim  

to stop any transfer of bacteria that may lead to infection. 

 

Green Cleaning Equipment 

Materials such as cleaning rags that are used where there is a moderate level of    

contamination present, such as counter-tops, sinks, glass and mirrors, and water    

fountains. 

 

Blue Cleaning Equipment 

Used in lower-risk areas of a building, such as desktops, ledges, walls & tiles,  

Windows, and high and low dusting. 
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4. Creating Enthusiasm 

The janitorial industry is a very repetitive business, and cleaning the same area night after night causes staff to 

cut corners over a relatively short period of time. Making staff feel like they are a part of something, that they are 

important, that they are a key to the success of a company, goes a long way in ensuring a successful outcome. 

Employment Policies 
 

Human Resources 

Boro Building & Property Maintenance employs a stringent five-step hiring process and is committed to hiring the 

best candidate for the position. Boro Building & Property Maintenance works hard to provide qualified, screened 

employees for our constantly growing portfolio of customers. 

Step 1 – Telephone-based interview 

Step 2 – Personal interview, including Boro working practices test 

Step 3 – Background check 

Step 4 – Monitored induction, including training 

Step 5 – Three-month trial period including weekly one-on-one meetings with the supervisor and area manager 

to ensure full knowledge of the position, self-motivation, and quality control. 

The success of our business revolves around our commitment to our staff and in having 

the right people in the right places at the right time. We spend a large amount of time on 

HR to ensure that all employees are happy, saving a great deal of time once the contract 

starts and resulting in trouble-free service for each and every customer. 
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Standards of Conduct 
 

The workplace rules and standards of conduct observed by Boro Building & Property Maintenance are essential to a healthful and 

productive workplace. All employees are urged to familiarize themselves with these rules and standards, as they will be held accountable 

for upholding them. Please be aware that any employee who disregards or deviates from any of these rules or standards will be subject to 

disciplinary action, up to and including termination of employment. 

While not intended to be an all-inclusive list, the examples below represent behavior that is considered unacceptable in the workplace. 

Behaviors such as these, as well as other misconduct, may result in disciplinary action, up to and including termination of employment. 

• Theft or inappropriate removal/possession of property 

• Falsification of timekeeping records 

• Working under the influence of alcohol or illicit drugs 

• Possession, distribution, sale, transfer, or use of alcohol or illicit drugs in the workplace 

• Fighting or threatening violence in the workplace 

• Boisterous or disruptive activity in the workplace 

• Negligence or improper conduct leading to damage of company-owned or customer-owned property 

• Violation of safety or health rules 

• Smoking in the workplace 

• Sexual or other unlawful or unwelcome harassment 

• Excessive absenteeism or any absence without notice 

• Unauthorized use of telephones, computers, or other company-owned equipment 

• Unauthorized disclosure of any confidential information 
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Personal Appearance 
 

Employees of Boro Building & Property Maintenance are to present a clean and professional appearance at all times when representing 

the company. Management, sales personnel, and employees who have regular contact with our clients and the public are expected to 

dress in accepted corporate attire. Employees should always be well-groomed and observe high standards of personal hygiene. 

While not intended as an all-inclusive list, the examples below are considered inappropriate dress in the workplace: 

• Open-toed sandals or shoes 

• Spaghetti-strapped shirts 

• Tank tops or revealing shirts 

• Short skirts 

• Sheer clothing 

• T-shirts with inappropriate or offensive images or advertising 

• Exposed piercings 

• Exposed tattoos 
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Drug Policy 
Boro Building & Property Maintenance considers drug and alcohol abuse a very serious problem, and it is committed to maintaining a 

workplace free of substance abuse. This policy applies to all employees of Boro, including part-time and temporary employees. 

No employee is allowed to consume, possess, sell, or purchase any alcoholic beverage on any property owned by or leased on behalf of 

Boro Building & Property Maintenance or in any vehicle owned or leased on behalf of Boro Building & Property Maintenance. No 

employee may use, possess, sell, transfer, or purchase any drug or other controlled substance that may alter an individual's mental or 

physical capacity in any way. Exceptions are aspirin or ibuprofen-based products, as well as legal drugs that have been prescribed to that 

employee and are being used in the manner prescribed. 

Boro Building & Property Maintenance will not tolerate employees who report for duty while impaired by the use of alcohol or drugs. 

All employees should report evidence of alcohol or drug abuse to their supervisor or Human Resources Manager immediately. In cases in 

which the use of alcohol or drugs creates an imminent threat to the safety of persons or property, employees are required by Boro 

Building & Property Maintenance to report the violation. Failure to do so may result in disciplinary action. 

Employees found in violation of the Boro Building & Property Maintenance's Drug and Alcohol Abuse Policy will be subject to disciplinary 

action, up to and including termination. It is our policy to assist employees and family members who suffer from drug or alcohol abuse. 

Employees may be eligible for a leave of absence and are encouraged to contact Human Resources Manager for details. 

As a part of our effort to maintain a workplace free of substance abuse, Boro Building & Property Maintenance employees may be asked to 

submit to a medical examination and/or clinical testing for the presence of alcohol and/or drugs. Within the limits of state and federal 

laws, we reserve the right to examine and test for drugs and alcohol at our discretion. Such situations may include but are not limited to 

the following: 

The screening of all employees being considered for employment with Boro Building & Property Maintenance 

Cases in which there are reasonable grounds for believing that an employee is under the influence of alcohol or drugs 

As part of an investigation of any accident in the workplace in which there are reasonable grounds to suspect that alcohol and/or drugs 

were involved 

On a random basis, where allowed by statute 

As a follow-up to a rehabilitation program, where allowed by statute 

As deemed necessary to maintain the safety of employees, customers, clients, or the public at large, where allowed by statute 

When an employee returns to duty following an absence other than that resulting from accrued time off, such as vacation or sick leave 

As a condition of employment with Boro Building & Property Maintenance, employees must comply with the Drug and Alcohol Abuse 

Policy. Be advised that no part of the Drug and Alcohol Abuse Policy shall be construed to alter or amend the at-will employment 

relationship between Boro Building & Property Maintenance and its employees. 
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Sexual and Other Unlawful Harassment  
 

Boro Building & Property Maintenance will not, under any circumstances, condone, tolerate, or allow conduct that may constitute sexual 

harassment on the part of its management, supervisors, or non-management employees. It is our policy that all employees have the right 

to work in an environment free from unlawful harassment of any kind. 

Any employee found to be engaged in any form of sexual harassment may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including 

termination of employment. 

Sexual harassment may be defined as: 

1. Conditioning employment upon employee's submission to unwelcome sexual advances or requests for sexual favors; 

2. Basing an employment decision upon an employee's submission or rejection of unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, 

or verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature; or 

3. Creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive working environment or atmosphere through:  

a. Verbal conduct, including calling employees by terms of endearment; using vulgar, kidding, or demeaning language; or 

b. Physical actions that may offend or interfere with an employee's work performance. 

 

We at Boro Building & Property Maintenance encourage healthy fraternization among employees; however, employees – especially those 

in management and supervisory roles – must be sensitive to acts of conduct that may be considered offensive by other employees and 

must refrain from engaging in or permitting such conduct. 

It is expressly prohibited for any employee to retaliate against another employee who brings sexual harassment charges or assists in 

investigating charges. Any form of retaliation is considered a direct violation of this policy and may result in disciplinary action, up to and 

including termination of employment. No employee will be discriminated against or discharged for incurring or assisting in the 

investigation of a complaint of sexual harassment. 

Boro Building & Property Maintenance is committed to providing a work environment that is free of all types of discrimination and 

unlawful harassment. Actions, words, jokes, comments, or any other conduct related to one's sex, race, ethnicity, age, religion, or any 

other legally protected characteristic will not be tolerated. 

Any employees who believe that they or any other employee have been the victim of harassment are expected to report it immediately. 

Employees may raise concerns and make reports without fear of reprisal. 

Any supervisor who becomes aware of possible harassment should promptly advise Boro Building & Property Maintenance management 

and Leanne Varney, VP, who will handle the matter in a timely and confidential manner. 
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Safety Program  
Safety is our overriding priority. The company has developed a safety culture that stresses the documentation and direction of the 

workforce in safe work practices. When incidents do occur, Boro Building & Property Maintenance 's Safety Manager personally 

investigates the root cause and develops a corrective action plan with the site and then distributes a notice, analysis, and corrective 

measures to all sites for immediate implementation.  

Safety Policy and Goals  
It is our policy that employees perform their duties in accordance with recognized safety standards. By observing this safety policy, the 

following Boro Building & Property Maintenance goals will be realized:  

• A safe work environment  

• Continuous improvement in the level of workplace safety  

• Reduced costs associated with lost work time  

• A safe work environment is more than a place; it is an attitude  

• Workers' compensation costs are reduced  

• Direct and indirect costs of accidents as well as overall operating costs are reduced  

• Productivity improves when accidents are prevented  

• Profit margins increase when accident costs go down  

• The potential for legal costs is reduced  

 

Boro Building & Property Maintenance is a service provider to a variety of businesses, each with their own variety of products, services, 

and potential occupational hazards. Boro Building & Property Maintenance’s safety training will address a broad spectrum of safety-

related issues with an emphasis on the issues that are most relevant to the specific customer and site. Also, the Boro Building & Property 

Maintenance staff will actively participate in customer-driven site safety programs to contribute observations and suggestions for 

improvement. Boro Building & Property Maintenance corporate safety support will monitor site safety efforts and provide guidance and 

materials to direct continuous improvement efforts.  

Management sets priorities for safety along with productivity, quality, and schedules. Supervisors and/or leads identify unusual job 

hazards in advance and will work with to eliminate unsafe shortcuts or methods. The operating plan for equipment, materials, and people 

builds safety into the workplace. 
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Key Personnel  
 

Leanne Varney -Assigned to manage this contract if awarded 

Tel: (001) 941 556 9027  

Cell: (001) 941 952 8537  

leanne@BoroFL.com 

 

Leanne’s Personal Profile 

I offer not only proven performance in facilities management consistency and a drive to not only meet targets 

but exceed them. I am confident, polite and committed to achieving the very best in everything I do. I have a real 

enthusiasm for business and will strive for success to ensure all opportunities come to fruition. 

Key Skills 

Excellent management and customer relationship skills 

• Experience of managing key accounts. 

• Genuine passion and interest in management 

• Experience of working to targets and objectives both individually and within a team environment. 

 

Commitment to success 

• Proven record of consistent performance 

• Ability to network effectively. 

• Enthusiastic participation in professional development and on-going workplace learning. 

 

Employment Summary 

• Boro Building & Property Maintenance 

September 2010 – Current day. 

Partner 

President of Operations, employing over 60 staff, multiple tiers of management 

Responsible for the overall operations of the business 

Responsible for new business development 
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Certifications & Experience 

NBSC Group; 

• Introduction to cleaning sanitation 

• Daily office cleaning 

• Carpet cleaning course 

• Vericlean 

• Hazcom 

• Commit2Clean-restroom care 

• Floor care 

Environmental Compliance Training Institute; 

• 8 hour Haz-Comm standard 29 CFR 1910 

• 50 hour Hazwoper Supervisor/competent Person 29 CFR 1910 & CFR 1926 

• 10 hour first responder 29 CFR1910.120 

• 8 Hour Blood borne Pathogens 29 CFR 1910.141 

 

Ability to Meet Time and Budget Requirements 

  Boro Building and Property Maintenance have great ability to meet time and budget requirement, as 

demonstrated throughout the State of Florida. We employ only fully trained Janitorial staff, we also have many 

training aspects available. This, together with a full corporate management structure, state of the art machinery 

is our route to success. 
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References 
 

 

Agency – Putnam County 

Janitorial services for County owned buildings  

Contract Period – April 2014-Present 

Contact  - Kati Smith 

Tel : 386 329 0369 

Email : kati.smith@putnam-fl.com 

Address –223 Putnam County Blvd, East Palatka,FL 

 

 

 

 

Agency – Sarasota County  

Janitorial Service for the Parks & Rec 

Contract Period – September 2000 – 2011 &  July 1st 2014-Present 

Contact  - Lucille Vaillancourt 

Tel : 941 – 915 - 1170 

Fax : 941 – 473 - 1647 

Email : Lvillan@SCGov.net 

Address – 6700 Clark Road , Twin Lakes Park , Clark Road Sarasota , FL 34241 

 

 

 

 

Agency – PGT Industries 

Janitorial Service  

Contract Period – 3/1/2017 - Present 

Contact  - Patrick Mottola 

Tel : (941) 915-0281  

Email : PMottola@pgtindustries.com 

Address : 1070 Technology Dr,North Venice,FL,34275 
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Workers Compensation Certificate  
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General Liability, Automotive Liability Certificate & Fidelity Bond 
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W-9 Certificate 
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Sunbiz Registration  
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